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Writing Short Stories Jul 25 2022 This new edition of "Writing Short
Stories" has been updated throughout to include new and revised
exercises, up-to-date coverage of emerging technologies and a new
glossary of key terms and techniques. Ailsa Cox, a published shortstory writer, guides the reader through the key aspects of the craft,
provides a variety of case studies and examples of how others have
approached the genre and sets a series of engaging exercises to help
hone your skills. This inspiring book is the ideal guide for those new to
the genre or for anyone wanting to improve their technique.
Storytelling with Data Oct 24 2019 Don't simply show your
data—tell a story with it! Storytelling with Data teaches you the
fundamentals of data visualization and how to communicate effectively
with data. You'll discover the power of storytelling and the way to
make data a pivotal point in your story. The lessons in this illuminative
text are grounded in theory, but made accessible through numerous
real-world examples—ready for immediate application to your next
graph or presentation. Storytelling is not an inherent skill, especially
when it comes to data visualization, and the tools at our disposal don't
make it any easier. This book demonstrates how to go beyond
conventional tools to reach the root of your data, and how to use your
data to create an engaging, informative, compelling story. Specifically,
you'll learn how to: Understand the importance of context and
audience Determine the appropriate type of graph for your situation
Recognize and eliminate the clutter clouding your information Direct
your audience's attention to the most important parts of your data
Think like a designer and utilize concepts of design in data
visualization Leverage the power of storytelling to help your message
resonate with your audience Together, the lessons in this book will
help you turn your data into high impact visual stories that stick with
your audience. Rid your world of ineffective graphs, one exploding 3D
pie chart at a time. There is a story in your data—Storytelling with
Data will give you the skills and power to tell it!
The Landlady (A Roald Dahl Short Story) Sep 15 2021 The Landlady is
a brilliant gem of a short story from Roald Dahl, the master of the
sting in the tail. In The Landlady, Roald Dahl, one of the world's
favourite authors, tells a sinister story about the darker side of human
nature. Here, a young man in need of room meets a most
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accommodating landlady . . . The Landlady is taken from the short
story collection Kiss Kiss, which includes ten other devious and
shocking stories, featuring the wife who pawns the mink coat from her
lover with unexpected results; the priceless piece of furniture that is
the subject of a deceitful bargain; a wronged woman taking revenge
on her dead husband, and others. 'Unnerving bedtime stories, subtle,
proficient, hair-raising and done to a turn.' (San Francisco Chronicle )
This story is also available as a Penguin digital audio download read by
Tamsin Greig. Roald Dahl, the brilliant and worldwide acclaimed
author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James and the Giant
Peach, Matilda, and many more classics for children, also wrote scores
of short stories for adults. These delightfully disturbing tales have
often been filmed and were most recently the inspiration for the West
End play, Roald Dahl's Twisted Tales by Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's
stories continue to make readers shiver today.
The American Short Story Handbook Jul 01 2020 This is a concise yet
comprehensive treatment of the American short story that includes an
historical overview of the topic as well as discussion of notable
American authors and individual stories, from Benjamin Franklin’s
“The Speech of Miss Polly Baker” in 1747 to “The Joy Luck Club”.
Includes a selection of writers chosen not only for their contributions
of individual stories but for bodies of work that advanced the
boundaries of short fiction, including Washington Irving, Sarah Orne
Jewett, Stephen Crane, Jamaica Kincaid, and Tim O’Brien Addresses
the ways in which American oral storytelling and other narrative
traditions were integral to the formation and flourishing of the short
story genre Written in accessible and engaging prose for students at
all levels by a renowned literary scholar to illuminate an important
genre that has received short shrift in scholarly literature of the last
century Includes a glossary defining the most common terms used in
literary history and in critical discussions of fiction, and a bibliography
of works for further study
How to Write Winning Short Stories Apr 22 2022 A concise guide to
writing short stories, including preparation, theme and premise, title,
characters, dialogue, setting, and more. Submission and marketing
advice is also provided.
A Reader's Guide to William Faulkner Feb 20 2022 A comprehensive
analysis of this twentieth-century author's novels from Soldier's Pay to
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The Reivers, including geneological charts and biographical
information
On Writing Short Stories Nov 24 2019 On Writing Short Stories,
Second Edition, explores the art and craft of writing short fiction by
bringing together nine original essays by professional writers and
thirty-three examples of short fiction. The first section features
original essays by well-known authors--including Francine Prose, Joyce
Carol Oates, and Andre Dubus--that guide students through the
process of writing. Focusing on the characteristics and craft of the
short story and its writer, these essays take students from the
workshopping process all the way through to the experience of
working with agents and publishers. The second part of the text is an
anthology of stories--many referred to in the essays--that give students
dynamic examples of technique brought to life.
Writing & Selling Short Stories & Personal Essays Apr 10 2021 Write
It Short, Sell It Now Short stories and personal essays have never
been hotter--or more crucial for a successful writing career. Earning
bylines in magazines and literary journals is a terrific way to get
noticed and earn future opportunities in both short- and long-form
writing. Writing & Selling Short Stories & Personal Essays capitalizes
on the popularity of these genres by instructing on the two key steps
to publishing short works: crafting excellent pieces and successfully
submitting them. You'll learn how to: • Develop different craft
elements--including point of view, character, dialogue, scene writing,
and more--specifically for short stories and essays. • Recognize the
qualities of excellent short works, using examples from recently
published stories and essays in major journals. • Understand the
business of writing short, from categorizing your work and meeting
submission guidelines to networking and submitting to writing
contests. • Master the five-step process for submitting and selling like
a pro. Featuring advice and examples from a multitude of published
authors, Writing & Selling Short Stories & Personal Essays is a musthave for any writer's bookshelf.
Writing Fiction, Tenth Edition Mar 29 2020 More than 250,000 copies
sold! A creative writer’s shelf should hold at least three essential
books: a dictionary, a style guide, and Writing Fiction. Janet
Burroway’s best-selling classic is the most widely used creative writing
text in America, and for more than three decades it has helped
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hundreds of thousands of students learn the craft. Now in its tenth
edition, Writing Fiction is more accessible than ever for writers of all
levels—inside or outside the classroom. This new edition continues to
provide advice that is practical, comprehensive, and flexible.
Burroway’s tone is personal and nonprescriptive, welcoming learning
writers into the community of practiced storytellers. Moving from
freewriting to final revision, the book addresses “showing not telling,”
characterization, dialogue, atmosphere, plot, imagery, and point of
view. It includes new topics and writing prompts, and each chapter
now ends with a list of recommended readings that exemplify the craft
elements discussed, allowing for further study. And the examples and
quotations throughout the book feature a wide and diverse range of
today’s best and best-known creators of both novels and short stories.
This book is a master class in creative writing that also calls on us to
renew our love of storytelling and celebrate the skill of writing well.
There is a very good chance that one of your favorite authors learned
the craft with Writing Fiction. And who knows what future favorite will
get her start reading this edition?
How to Write Short Stories and Get Them Published Oct 16 2021 This
essential guide to writing short fiction takes the aspiring writer from
their initial idea through to potential outlets for publication and
pitching proposals to publishers. Along the journey this guide
considers the most important aspects of creative writing, such as
character, plot, point of view, description and dialogue. All of these
areas are illustrated with examples of classic fiction, and accompanied
by exercises that will help every writer hone their natural skill and
talent into the ability to craft compelling short stories.
Novel & Short Story Writer's Market 40th Edition Oct 04 2020 The
best resource for getting your fiction published, fully revised and
updated Novel & Short Story Writer's Market is the go-to resource you
need to get your short stories, novellas, and novels published. The
40th edition of NSSWM features hundreds of updated listings for book
publishers, literary agents, fiction publications, contests, and more.
Each listing includes contact information, submission guidelines, and
other essential tips. This edition of Novel & Short Story Writer's
Market also offers • Hundreds of updated listings for fiction-related
book publishers, magazines, contests, literary agents, and more •
Interviews with bestselling authors Celeste Ng, Viet Thanh Nguyen,
Beverly Jenkins, and Chris Bohjalian • A detailed look at how to choose
the best title for your fiction writing • Articles on tips for manuscript
revision, using out-of-character behavior to add layers of intrigue to
your story, and writing satisfying, compelling endings • Advice on
working with your editor, keeping track of your submissions, and
diversity in fiction
The Weird May 11 2021 SHORTLISTED FOR THE BRITISH FANTASY
AWARDS A landmark, eclectic, leviathan-sized anthology of fiction's
wilder, stranger, darker shores. The Weird features an all star cast of
authors, from classics to international bestsellers to prize winners:
Ben Okri George R.R. Martin Angela Carter Kelly Link Franz Kafka
China Miéville Clive Barker Haruki Murakami M.R. James Neil Gaiman
Mervyn Peake Michael Chabon Stephen King Daphne Du Maurier and
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more... Exotic and esoteric, The Weird plunges you into dark domains
and brings you face to face with surreal monstrosities; You will find
the boldest and downright most peculiar stories from the last hundred
years bound together in the biggest Weird collection ever assembled.
Writing Short Stories Oct 28 2022 This new edition of Writing Short
Stories has been updated throughout to include new and revised
exercises, up-to-date coverage of emerging technologies and a new
glossary of key terms and techniques. Ailsa Cox, a published shortstory writer, guides the reader through the key aspects of the craft,
provides a variety of case studies and examples of how others have
approached the genre and sets a series of engaging exercises to help
hone your skills. This inspiring book is the ideal guide for those new to
the genre or for anyone wanting to improve their technique.
How to Write Short Stories Aug 22 2019 A practical handbook that
explains all of the steps in writing short fiction. Includes sample short
stories with critical analyses.
Stories of Your Life and Others Jan 27 2020 ‘A science fiction genius . .
. Ted Chiang is a superstar.’ GUARDIAN With Stories of Your Life and
Others, his masterful first collection, multiple-award-winning author
Ted Chiang deftly blends human emotion and scientific rationalism in
eight remarkably diverse stories, all told in his trademark precise and
evocative prose. From a soaring Babylonian tower that connects a flat
Earth with the firmament above, to a world where angelic visitations
are a wondrous and terrifying part of everyday life; from a neural
modification that eliminates the appeal of physical beauty, to an alien
language that challenges our very perception of time and reality,
Chiang’s rigorously imagined fantasias invite us to question our
understanding of the universe and our place in it. ‘United by a humane
intelligence that speaks very directly to the reader, and makes us
experience each story with immediacy and Chiang’s calm passion.’
CHINA MIÉVILLE
A Reader's Guide to the Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway Mar
21 2022 Examines 55 of Hemingway's short stories, all but seven of
which were published in five collections between 1923 and 1938. This
volume is meant to guide readers through the writing and publication
and criticism of the stories with brief commentaries and conclusions
designed to throw light on past readings of the stories and encourage
the writing of original criticism. Annotation copyrighted by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR
Short Circuit Jan 19 2022 Short Circuit fills a real gap in the text book
market. Written by 24 prizewinning writers and teachers of writing,
this book is intensely practical. Each expert discusses necessary craft
issues: their own writing processes, sharing tried and tested writing
exercises and lists of published work they find inspirational. Endorsed
by The National Association of Writers in Education, it became
recommended or required reading for Creative Writing courses in the
UK and beyond, including Goldsmiths, The University of Kent at
Canterbury, Glasgow University, John Cabot University in Rome,
Stockholm University in Sweden, Sussex University, Brighton
University, Edge Hill University, Chichester University, The National
University of Ireland in Galway, and University Campus Suffolk, at
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Ipswich.
Creating Short Fiction Jun 24 2022 Explains effective use of
structure and pacing, and offers advice for creating realistic dialogue,
plot, and characters
Handbook of Short Story Writing May 23 2022 Many writers address
every aspect of writing the short story.
Writing Fiction May 31 2020 The most widely used and respected
book on writing fiction, Writing Fiction guides the writer from first
inspiration to final revision. Supported by an abundance exercises, this
guide/anthology explores and integrates the elements of fiction while
offering practical techniques and concrete examples. A focus on the
writing process in its entirety provides a comprehensive guide to
writing fiction, approaching distinct elements in separate chapters
while building on what has been covered earlier. Topics include freewriting to revision, plot, style, characterization, dialogue, atmosphere,
imagery, and point of view. An anthology of diverse and contemporary
short stories followed by suggestions for discussion and writing
exercises, illustrates concepts while offering variety in pacing and
exposure to this increasingly popular form. The book also discusses
key issues including writing workshops, using autobiography as a
basis for fiction, using action in stories, using dialogue, and
maintaining point of view. The sixth edition also features more short
short stories than any previous edition and includes quotation boxes
that offer advice and inspirational words from established writers on a
wide range of topics--such as writing from experience, story structure,
openings and endings, and revision. For those interested in developing
their creative writing skills.
The Short Story of Art Dec 06 2020 The Short Story of Art is a new
and innovative introduction to the subject of art. Simply constructed,
the book explores 50 key works, from the wall paintings of Lascaux to
contemporary installations, and then links these to sections on art
movements, themes, and techniques. The design of the book allows the
student or art enthusiast to easily navigate their way around key
periods, artists and styles. Accessible and concise, it simplifies and
explains the most important and influential concepts in art, and shows
how they are linked. The book explains how, why, and when art
changed, who introduced certain things, what they were, where they
were produced, and whether they matter. It demystifies artistic jargon,
giving readers a thorough understanding and broad enjoyment of art.
Short Stories Characters in Conflict Aug 14 2021 Presents
selections by such authors as Edgar Allan Poe, Daphne du Maurier,
Isaac Bashevis Singer, and Kurt Vonnegut, followed by discussion
questions.
Bradbury Stories Aug 02 2020 For more than sixty years, the
imagination of Ray Bradbury has opened doors into remarkable places,
ushering us across unexplored territories of the heart and mind while
leading us inexorably toward a profound understanding of ourselves
and the universe we inhabit. In this landmark volume, America's
preeminent storyteller offers us one hundred treasures from alifetime
of words and ideas -- tales that amaze, enthrall, and horrify;
breathtaking journeys backward and forward in time; classic stories
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with the undiminished power to tantalize, mystify, elate, and move the
reader to tears. Each small gem in the master's collection remains as
dazzling as when it first appeared in print. There is magic in these
pages: the wonders of interstellar flight, a conspiracy of insects, the
early bloom of love in the warmth of August. Both the world of Ray
Bradbury and its people are vivid and alive, as colorfully unique as a
poker chip hand-painted by a brilliant artist or as warmly familiar as
the well-used settings on a family's dining room table. In a poor man's
desire for the stars, in the twisted night games of a hateful embalmer,
in a magnificent fraud perpetrated to banish despair and repair a
future, in a writer's wonderful death is the glowing proof of the
timeless artistry of one of America's greatest living bards. The one
hundred stories in this volume were chosen by Bradbury himself, and
span a career that blossomed in the pulp magazines of the early 1940s
and continues to flourish in the new millennium. Here are
representatives of the legendary author's finest works of short fiction,
including many that have not been republished for decades, all forever
fresh and vital, evocative and immensely entertaining. This is
Bradbury at his very best -- golden visions of tomorrow, poetic
memories of yesterday, dark nightmares and glorious dreams -- a
grand celebration of humankind, God's intricate yet poignantly fallible
machineries of joy.
The Penguin Book of Japanese Short Stories Jun 12 2021 This
fantastically varied and exciting collection celebrates the great
Japanese short story, from its modern origins in the nineteenth
century to the remarkable works being written today. Short story
writers already well-known to English-language readers are all
included here - Tanizaki, Akutagawa, Murakami, Mishima, Kawabata but also many surprising new finds. From Yuko Tsushima's 'Flames' to
Yuten Sawanishi's 'Filling Up with Sugar', from Shin'ichi Hoshi's
'Shoulder-Top Secretary' to Banana Yoshimoto's 'Bee Honey', The
Penguin Book of Japanese Short Stories is filled with fear, charm,
beauty and comedy. Curated by Jay Rubin, who has himself freshly
translated several of the stories, and introduced by Haruki Murakami,
this book will be a revelation to its readers.
How to Write a Short Story Sep 27 2022 You always wanted to write
short stories but you have no idea where to begin.Do you want to
become better at writing fiction?Perhaps you find it hard to come up
with ideas for a story or to devise a plot. Maybe you have difficulty
developing your own style or is your dialogue rusty.N.A. Turner is here
to help you navigate the land of short story writing from outlining your
story to attracting readers. Every aspiring writer dreams of people
reading his or her work. Short story writing is a way of both
developing your writing style and to introduce your talent to potential
readers. At the start of their career, the likes of Stephen King and
Charles Bukowski made a name for themselves by writing and
publishing short stories.Learn more about N.A. Turner's writing tips
based on his experience and research.This guide teaches you: - How to
write well-structured short stories- How to determine your themeHow to plot your story- How to create engaging, interesting
characters- How to build a fictional world- How to write scenes and
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clear dialogue- How to get to that first draft and edit your story- How
to publish your short stories in the current market- And much
moreThis guidebook will show you a step-by-step process to
successfully write and publish short stories. From developing an idea
to attracting readers online. This comprehensive, step-by-step guide is
all you need to get started.
Like a House on Fire Sep 22 2019 WINNER OF THE 2013 STEELE
RUDD AWARD, QUEENSLAND LITERARY AWARDS SHORTLISTED
FOR THE 2013 STELLA PRIZE SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2013 KIBBLE
AWARD From prize-winning short-story writer Cate Kennedy comes a
new collection to rival her highly acclaimed Dark Roots. In Like a
House on Fire, Kennedy once again takes ordinary lives and dissects
their ironies, injustices and pleasures with her humane eye and wry
sense of humour. In ‘Laminex and Mirrors’, a young woman working
as a cleaner in a hospital helps an elderly patient defy doctor’s orders.
In ‘Cross-Country’, a jilted lover manages to misinterpret her ex’s new
life. And in ‘Ashes’, a son accompanies his mother on a journey to
scatter his father’s remains, while lifelong resentments simmer in the
background. Cate Kennedy’s poignant short stories find the beauty
and tragedy in illness and mortality, life and love. PRAISE FOR CATE
KENNEDY ‘This is a heartfelt and moving collection of short stories
that cuts right to the emotional centre of everyday life.’ Bookseller and
Publisher ‘Cate Kennedy is a singular artist who looks to the ordinary
in a small rural community and is particularly astute on exploring the
fallout left by the aftermath of the personal disasters that change
everything.’ The Irish Times
Writing Short Stories Feb 26 2020 Phillips (creative writing, U. of
Wisconsin, Eau Claire) has designed a text for undergraduate creative
writing courses that provides step- by-step instruction in beginning to
write, setting up a journal, and beginning to write a short story. Four
short stories by students are included with an interview of each writer
to show the relationship of truth to fiction. Annotation copyrighted by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
A Reader's Guide to the Short Stories of Nathaniel Hawthorne Jul 13
2021
Loved Mars, Hated the Food Mar 09 2021 Dix Jenner, a selfproclaimed slacker, is the first chef to live--and maybe die--on Mars.
After an explosion kills his colony companions and leaves him with
nothing but his spacesuit, his time on the faraway planet is about to
expire...until he's rescued by friendly Martians and opens a cafe--who
knew Martians loved espresso? Unfortunately, his success attracts the
attention of the corrupt and narcissistic Martian Grand Leader. Forced
to run to avoid being imprisoned, Dix gets lucky: a NASA rescue
mission lands on Mars. But seeing it brings back the dark secret he's
been keeping from himself about the colony's explosion, and now Dix
must choose between returning to Earth or spending the rest of his life
in a cell on the dusty red planet where he belongs.
The Gift of the Magi Nov 17 2021 The Gift of the Magi is a treasured
short story written by O. Henry. A young and very much in love couple
can barely afford their one-room apartment, let alone the extra
expense of getting Christmas presents for one another. But each is
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determined to show their love for the other in this traditional time of
giving; each sells a thing they hold most dear in order to afford a
present, with poignant and touching results that capture their love for
one another.
Wired for Story Apr 29 2020 This guide reveals how writers can
utilize cognitive storytelling strategies to craft stories that ignite
readers’ brains and captivate them through each plot element.
Imagine knowing what the brain craves from every tale it encounters,
what fuels the success of any great story, and what keeps readers
transfixed. Wired for Story reveals these cognitive secrets—and it’s a
game-changer for anyone who has ever set pen to paper. The vast
majority of writing advice focuses on “writing well” as if it were the
same as telling a great story. This is exactly where many aspiring
writers fail—they strive for beautiful metaphors, authentic dialogue,
and interesting characters, losing sight of the one thing that every
engaging story must do: ignite the brain’s hardwired desire to learn
what happens next. When writers tap into the evolutionary purpose of
story and electrify our curiosity, it triggers a delicious dopamine rush
that tells us to pay attention. Without it, even the most perfect prose
won’t hold anyone’s interest. Backed by recent breakthroughs in
neuroscience as well as examples from novels, screenplays, and short
stories, Wired for Story offers a revolutionary look at story as the brain
experiences it. Each chapter zeroes in on an aspect of the brain, its
corresponding revelation about story, and the way to apply it to your
storytelling right now.
100 Years of the Best American Short Stories Nov 05 2020
Collects forty short stories published between 1915 and 2015, from
writers that include Ernest Hemingway, John Updike, and Alice Munro
that exemplify their era and stand the test of time -Everyday Use Jul 21 2019 Presents the text of Alice Walker's story
"Everyday Use"; contains background essays that provide insight into
the story; and features a selection of critical response. Includes a
chronology and an interview with the author.
Long Story Short Dec 18 2021 A comedian and Moth veteran lays out
useful tips and tricks for maximizing the impact of your stories—so you
can nail it every time Do you ever wish you could tell a story that
leaves others spellbound? Comedian, Upright Citizens Brigade
storytelling program founder, and Moth champion Margot Leitman will
show you how in this practical guide to storytelling. Using a fun,
irreverent, and infographic approach, Long Story Short breaks a story
into concrete components. From content and structure to emotional
impact and delivery, Leitman guides you through the entire
storytelling process, providing personal anecdotes, relatable examples,
and practical exercises along the way. Using a fun, irreverent, and
infographic approach, Long Story Short breaks a story into concrete
components. From content and structure to emotional impact and
delivery, Leitman guides you through the entire storytelling process,
providing personal anecdotes, relatable examples, and practical
exercises along the way.
Schaum's Quick Guide to Writing Great Short Stories Feb 08 2021
Margaret Lucke highlights the essential elements of a short story, its
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characters, conflict, plot, setting, and narrative voice and explains how
each contributes to the success of the story. The text also includes a
number of practice exercises.
Reader's Guide to the Short Story to Accompany Fiction 100 Jan 07
2021 This one hundred page guide introduces students to the various
elements of fiction, and includes information on writing about the
short story. Based on current composition theory, students are taken
through the various stages of the writing process, beginning with
brainstorming and free writing activities, and they can read papers
that beginning students have written over the years. This guide also
includes information on quotation and documentation, a brief overview
of additional resources available for studying the short story, including
those on the Internet, and a list of the available film adaptations of
stories in the anthology.
Long Story Short Jun 19 2019 A Moth storytelling champion shows you
how to leave your audience spellbound in this bestselling, practical
guide to powerful storytelling—through writing, public speaking, and
more. Using a fun, irreverent, and infographic approach, Margot
Leitman breaks storytelling into concrete components. Whether you
want to write a great wedding toast, deliver a compelling keynote
speech, or simply entertain friends and family, comedian and Moth 5time champion storyeller Margot Leitman provides a clear and
engaging roadmap to telling your own personal stories in this
approachable storytelling guide. From content and structure to
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emotional impact and delivery, Leitman guides you through the entire
storytelling process, providing personal anecdotes, relatable examples,
and practical exercises along the way. Table of Contents Part 1:
Getting Started Chapter 1. You Already Have Great Stories Chapter 2.
Getting Past Fear Chapter 3. The Truth Chapter 4. The Universal
Theme Chapter 5. The Thesis-Based Story Part 2: Elements of a Story
Chapter 6. Passion Chapter 7. Layering a Story Chapter 8. Perspective
Chapter 9. Character Chapter 10. Rooting for the Storyteller Chapter
11. The Full Circle Chapter 12. Someone Else’s Story Chapter 13. The
Unexpected Chapter 14. The Benign Part 3: The Performance and
Beyond Chapter 15. How to Memorize & Vocalize a Story Chapter 16.
The Business of Storytelling "This book is essential—a reminder that
the world would be a better place if everyone knew how to tell a good
story." —Diana Spechler, author and seven-time Moth StorySLAM
winner
The Short Story of Modern Art Dec 26 2019 The Short Story of
Modern Art explains the how, why and when of modern art – who
introduced certain things, what they were, where they were produced,
and why they matter. Simply constructed, the book explores 50 key
works – from the realist painting of Courbet to a contemporary
installation by Yayoi Kusama – and then links them to the most
important movements, themes and techniques. Accessible, concise and
richly illustrated, the book reveals the connections between different
periods, artists and styles, giving readers a thorough understanding
and broad enjoyment of modern art.
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Crafting Novels & Short Stories Aug 26 2022 Learn How to Create
Stories That Captivate Agents, Editors, and Readers Alike! Inside
you'll find the tools you need to build strong characters, keep your
plots moving, master the art of dialogue, choose the right point of
view, and more. This comprehensive book on the art of novel and short
story writing is packed with advice and instruction from best-selling
authors and writing experts like Nancy Kress, Elizabeth Sims, Hallie
Ephron, N.M. Kelby, Heather Sellers, and Donald Maass, plus a
foreword by James Scott Bell. You'll learn invaluable skills for
mastering every area of the craft: • Define and refine your characters.
• Make your plot and conflict high-energy and intense. • Hone your
story's point of view. • Create a rich setting and backstory. • Craft
dialogue that rings true. • Select the right words and descriptions
throughout your story. • Revise your story to perfection. Throughout
you'll find supplemental sections that cover special topics like getting
started, beating writer's block, researching your work, and getting
published. They'll help you integrate your skills into a balanced,
productive, and fulfilling career. Whether you're writing flash fiction, a
short story, a novel, or an epic trilogy, you'll come away with the tools
you need for strong and effective storytelling.
Down in the Bottomlands (and Other Places) Sep 03 2020 The
Mediterranean basin is a desert in Radnal vez Krobir's world, and
home to his kingdom, but when his enemies threaten to dump the
Atlantic Ocean into their laps, he will fight to stop them. Original.
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